Abstract-Range alignment plays an important role in the inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging. The performance of the traditional range alignment algorithms decreases when the migration through resolution cells (MTRC) is much severe. In this paper, a measure of MTRC is defined, and the effect of MTRC on range alignment is analyzed. Taking MTRC into account, a robust sub-integer range alignment algorithm is proposed. Firstly, each range profile is interpolated to remove the precision limitation of integer range resolution cell. Subsequently, the matrix formed by all the range profiles is partitioned into several matrix blocks on the slow-time domain. For each matrix block, the range profiles are aligned by minimizing the entropy of the average range profile (ARP). Finally, the matrix blocks are coarsely aligned using the maximum correlation method, followed by a fine alignment based on the minimization of the ISAR image entropy. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is validated by simulations and real-world data. Results demonstrate that the proposed method is robust against MTRC and can reduce the alignment error. The resultant ISAR image is much better focused.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the high-resolution imaging ability of remote moving targets, the inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging has been widely applied in military and civilian applications [1] [2] [3] [4] , which can help obtain numerous characteristics of the target. For ISAR imaging technology, a wide-band signal is transmitted to achieve high range resolution, while the cross-range resolution is based on an appropriate coherent integration angle.
Range-Doppler (RD) imaging algorithm based on the turntable model is widely used in ISAR realms [5] . However, for a non-cooperative target, the relative radar-target motion usually consists of the translation of an arbitrary reference point and the rotation around that point. While the rotation is the necessary prerequisite to resolve different scatterers in the cross-range domain, the translation needs to be compensated accurately before performing the RD algorithm. After that, the target observation can be treated as a turntable model.
As illustrated above, the translation between the target and the radar leads to envelope shift and doppler phase errors. Hence, range alignment and phase adjustment are usually conducted successively according to different compensation precision requirements. Based on the adopted criterion, the already existed range alignment algorithms in open articles can be divided into four kinds, namely, cross-correlation [1, 6, 7] , entropy minimization [8, 9] , contrast maximization [10] and frequency-domain method [1] . In terms of phase adjustment, the prominent scatterer algorithm [11] , doppler centroid tracking [12] , phase gradient autofocus [13] , entropy minimization [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and contrast maximization [18, 20] are regarded as the outstanding representatives.
In the ISAR imaging process, range alignment is the pre-condition of phase adjustment, and the performance of phase adjustment depends on the range alignment precision. Therefore, a high precision range alignment algorithm is significantly important to the ISAR image quality. The aforementioned range alignment algorithms are inherently based on the similarity of adjacent range profiles. The scatterers are assumed to be located in the same range cell during the coherent processing interval (CPI). These methods are effective when the rotation angle is small and the signal bandwidth is not too wide. However, with the increase of the transmitted signal bandwidth, the scintillation and migration through resolution cells (MTRC) of the scatterers become severe, and the similarity between adjacent range profiles is destroyed. As a result, the performance declines and the resultant ISAR image would be fairly disappointing.
To tackle this problem, we first study the effect of MTRC on range alignment and define a indicator to measure the MTRC. Then we take the MTRC into account and propose a robust threestep sub-integer range alignment method. Concretely, the sub-integer range alignment is based on the interpolation of the range profiles. The robust range alignment against MTRC is based on the matrix partition. Specially, the range profile matrix is partitioned into several matrix blocks through the slow time. For each matrix block, the range profiles are aligned by minimizing the entropy of the average range profile (ARP). Then the ARP of each matrix block are used to align the matrix blocks coarsely using maximum correlation method, a fine alignment is obtained based on the minimization of the ISAR image entropy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the ISAR imaging model is introduced. In Section 3, the effect of MTRC on traditional range alignment algorithms is analyzed, and in Section 4, we present the proposed algorithm. Experimental results and analysis are given in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
SHORT REVIEW OF THE ISAR IMAGING PROCESS AND THE DERIVATION OF THE SIGNAL MODEL
In this section, the ISAR imaging principle is briefly introduced, and the imaging model is derived. Without loss of generality, we assume that the target moves within the 2-D plane. The ISAR imaging Figure 1 . ISAR imaging observation geometry. geometry is depicted in Fig. 1 . Coordinate system (O, X, Y ) has its origin on the reference point of the target, Y -axis is the radar line of sight (RLOS), and X-axis is perpendicular to RLOS. According to the cosine theorem, the distance between the kth scatterer P (x k,m , y k,m ) and the radar at slow time t m is given by
where R 0,m is the range from the reference point to radar, r k = x 2 k,m + y 2 k,m the modulus of
and θ k,m the angle between − − → OP and the X-axis (measured counter-clockwise from the X-axis). The subscript m represents the slow time t m = mT , where T is the reciprocal of pulse repetition frequency (PRF). For large distance, R 0,m r k , Eq. (1) can be approximated as
Since the CPI is usually short, the translational motion and rotation are usually modeled as uniform. Thus, R 0,m and θ k,m can be assumed to change linearly and can be written in the formula
where R 0 and θ k,0 denote the initial distance and initial angle, respectively. V and ω are the constant speed of translational motion and rotation, respectively. Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2), we can obtain
In the case of a small integration angle, cos(ωt m ) ≈ 1 and sin(ωt m ) ≈ ωt m , which leads to
Assuming that the radar transmits linear frequency modulated (LFM) signal, the mth echo from the target is processed with dechirp and Fourier transform. After the compensation of the residual video phase (RVP), the range profile of the target can be obtained [21] 
where T p , γ, K, A k are the pulse width, the frequency-modulated rate, the number of scatterers and the backscattered field amplitude of the kth scatterer, respectively. f c and f i represent the carrier frequency and the beat frequency, respectively. 
Then Eq. (6) can be written as
Based on Eq. (8), the ISAR image can be easily constructed by performing Fourier transform with respect to slow time for every range cell. In real-world applications, however, the reference range deviation ϑ m always exists, thus
Substituting Eqs. (5) and (9) into Eq. (6), we have
It is clear from Eq. (10) that the envelope shift and doppler phase errors vary with reference range deviation ϑ m . Hence, the translational motion compensation is necessary for imaging.
THE EFFECT OF MTRCS ON RANGE ALIGNMENT
Hitherto, the existing translational motion compensation algorithms all assume that the migration of the scatterers is within one resolution cell during the CPI. But it can be seen from Eq. (8) that the term x k,0 ωt m may lead to the MTRC. The MTRC can be ignored for low resolution radar but must be accounted for under high resolution condition. We define the ratio ωM T /ρ r as a measure of MTRC for the same target in different resolution ρ r . The ratio is inversely proportional to the range resolution ρ r . With the improvement of resolution, the scatterers may migration through several resolution cells, and then MTRC cannot be ignored. Consequently, the similarity is greatly destroyed. The MTRC can be easily eliminated through Keystone transform [21] , however, the Keystone transform must be carried out after translational motion compensation. Thus the classical range alignment algorithm performance will be affected by MTRC. A set of real-world data of some target collected by an experimental radar is utilized to demonstrate the MTRC phenomenon. 400 target returns were recorded and the range profiles are shown in Fig. 2(a) . The range profiles in the red box is magnified and shown in Fig. 2(b) . Two strong scatterers are observed. As we can see, the scatterer on the top migrates from the 1415th range cell to the 1380th range cell, and the scatterer on the bottom migrates from the 1583th range cell to the 1541th range cell. It is clearly noted that the MTRC is much severe and cannot be ignored. In [8] , the quality of range alignment is measured by the entropy of ARP, and ARP is defined as
where Δ m represents the range shift of the mth range profile. The entropy of ARP is defined as
where
A fast sequential search iteratively scheme is developed to obtain the optimal Δ m ,
where s
) and the superscript denotes the number of iteration. It is significant to notice that iterative nature and global nature of the algorithm provide a high quality aligned range profiles. But it is obvious from Eq. (8) In what follows, we will demonstrate this with the range profiles shown in Fig. 2 . To make comparisons, ARP, first range profile (FRP) and last range profile (LRP) of the entire 400 returns are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . A part of magnified Fig. 3(a) is shown in Fig. 3(b) , it is clear that MTRC cannot be ignored. There are two strong scatterers in the magnified part. The locations of the two scatterers in FRP are totally different with that in LRP. For the left scatterer, the point spread function (PSF) on FRP is on the left of the PSF on LRP, while it is opposite for the right scatterer. Furthermore, the cross-correlation of each range profile with ARP is less than 0.9, shown in Fig. 3(c) , which indicates that the algorithm in [8] is not effective in this case.
It can be seen from the defined ratio ωM T /ρ r that the term MTRC is a function of the CPI MT . As the CPI gets longer, the MTRC is severer. To mitigate the MTRC effect, we shorten the CPI and analyze again. As shown in Figs. 3(d) , (e), (f), it is interesting to notice that an increase of about 0.06 in cross-correlation coefficient is obtained when only the first 128 range profiles were considered.
When 64 range profiles were used, the locations of the two strong scatterers on FRP coincide with each other for ARP and LRP well, which means that the MTRC effect is negligible. What's more, the cross-correlation increases again as expected, which are shown in Figs. 3(g), (h), (i).
ROBUST SUB-INTEGER RANGE ALIGNMENT BASED ON ENTROPY CRITERION
The analyses in Section 3 enlighten us to improve the algorithm in [8] . For the sake of clarity, the proposed algorithm flowchart is shown in Fig. 4 . The proposed range alignment algorithm can be divided into three steps. In particular, the first step is preprocessing, including the interpolation and matrix partition. The second step is range alignment within each matrix block, and the third step is the range alignment among matrix blocks. These steps will be described in detail in the following. 
Preprocessing
The original range profiles are preprocessed for the sake of the following range alignment. The preprocessing procedure can be described as follows. Hence, the choice of N f should balance the efficiency and precision. 3) Matrix partition. In order to increase the robustness against MTRC, it is helpful to partition the M × N 0 matrix into several matrix blocks on the slow-time domain [22] . The similarity between ARP and the range profiles is increased by partition, but the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of ARP decreases at the same time. Hence, matrix partition should compromise the SNR of ARP and the similarity between ARP and range profiles.
Range Alignment within Matrix Block
For each matrix block, MTRC is slight and negligible, hence the range profiles in the matrix block can be aligned well by the algorithm proposed in [8] . The final range shift Δ 
where F T (·) and IF T (·) represent the Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform, respectively.
Range Alignment among Matrix Blocks
As clarified in the Introduction, the previously published range alignment algorithms adopt the similarity of adjacent range profiles as the criterion. In the existence of severe MTRC, the similarity between adjacent range profiles no longer holds. This is also true for ARPs of adjacent matrix blocks, shown in Fig. 5 . The range profiles matrix in Fig. 2 is partitioned into four matrix blocks. The first three matrix blocks contain 128 range profiles while the forth one contains the rest 16 range profiles. The ARPs of the matrix blocks are calculated according to (11) . The original and magnified ARPs are displayed in The Shannon entropy is used to denote the focal quality of the ISAR image [14] . Suppose that the ISAR image matrix is I and has M columns and N rows, then the entropy can be defined as
The lower the entropy is, the better focused the ISAR image is. Since the SNR of the ISAR image can be improved by cross-range imaging, the evaluation of the ISAR image by entropy is more robust. A well focused ISAR image can be achieved only when the range profiles are aligned accurately. Thus, the image entropy can be employed to reflect the quality of range alignment.
Recall the flowchart in Fig. 4 , the red diagram in the right shows the main step. The initial estimated range shift Δ m of the mth matrix block is calculated via maximizing the cross-correlation of ARPs.
Δ m = arg max
Because the similarity is weak, misalignment error may occur. Obviously, we should try to decrease the misalignment error to achieve a better range alignment result. Next, a grid search method based on ISAR image entropy is applied to implement a fine range alignment. The search step is set as , −a + 1, . . . , a} are employed to shift the range profiles in the mth matrix block in sequence. Afterwards, phase adjustment algorithm in [16] is applied to the range profiles in the former m matrix blocks. Thus a series of ISAR images can be obtained. The value Δ m + dβ corresponding to the ISAR image which has the minimum entropy is utilized to update the initial value Δ m . By now, all the range profiles are accurately aligned. We can perform the phase adjustment and RD imaging.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Simulated Data Test
Here, three numerical experiments are performed to demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm against MTRC. For comparison, the experiments are also conducted using the algorithms in [8] and that in [6] , which are called A1 and A2 for short.
In the simulations, a plane model is assumed to be the target, which is composed of 44 ideal point scatterers with equal magnitude, shown in Fig. 6 . The target, at an initial radial distance of 200 km, is moving towards the radar.
The simulation parameters are presented in Table 1 . From Experiment A to Experiment C, the resolution is improved along with the increased bandwidth. The range resolution ρ r is 0. Fig. 7-Fig. 9 . In the process of the proposed algorithm, the range profile matrix is partitioned into 8 matrix blocks, all of which contain 128 range profiles. From Fig. 7(a) , the absolute alignment error by A1 mainly ranges from 4 range resolution cells to 7 range resolution cells, i.e., the maximum relative alignment error is as much as 3 range resolution cells. As shown in Fig. 7(b) , the maximum relative alignment error by A2, 2.5 range resolution cells, is a little smaller than that of A1. Meanwhile, the maximum relative alignment error by the proposed algorithm is only 1 range resolution cell in Fig. 7(c) . The aligned range profiles by the three methods are shown in Figs. 7(d) , (e), (f). As a result, the aligned range profiles by the proposed algorithm are much better than that by A1 and A2. The horizontal stripes caused by the range alignment error can be observed from the target images as shown in Fig. 7(g) and Fig. 7(h) , which represent the defocusing. The ISAR image by the proposed algorithm is much more clear and is the best focused among the three ones.
The results of Experiment B and Experiment C are illustrated in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , respectively. Similar conclusion can be drawn from the imaging results of Experiment B and Experiment C. As expected, the images by A1 and A2 suffer from misalignment and the defocusing is obviously noted from the horizontal stripes. On the contrary, the images obtained by the proposed approach are satisfactory. From Experiment A to Experiment C, the signal bandwidth becomes larger, and then MTRC becomes severer. It can be seen from Fig. 7-Fig. 9 that the performance of A1 and A2 degrades as the bandwidth increases, and the resultant ISAR images are blurred. In contrast, the proposed algorithm is robust against the MTRC. The high-quality ISAR images can still be obtained using the proposed algorithm.
For each trial, the entropy of ISAR image is calculated according to (16) to measure the quality of target image quantitatively. The entropy curves of the three experiments are depicted in Fig. 10 . For each Experiment, as we can see, the entropies of the images obtained by the proposed algorithm have the lowest entropy among the three algorithms throughout the 100 Monte Carlo runs. This indicates that the images by the proposed algorithm are the most focused.
Real-World Data Test
Real-world data of an aircraft collected by an experimental radar are utilized to further validate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The carrier frequency is 10 GHz, and the bandwidth is 1 GHz. Two segments with 512 echoes are processed. The ISAR images of the two segments are shown in From the ISAR images, it is clear that the proposed algorithm is able to get the most focused ISAR images due to the most accurate range alignment, which validates the performance of the algorithm. Table 2 gives the entropies of the ISAR images obtained using real data. The entropy of the ISAR image obtained by the proposed algorithm is the lowest among the three ones. Since MTRC is slightly, the improvement is not significant as that concluded in the simulation. In the following, we use the range profiles of segment 2 to evaluate the anti-noise performance of the proposed algorithm. The mean value of ISAR image entropy is calculated over 50 Monte Carlo simulations under each SNR condition and the result is depicted in Fig. 13 . The SNR is set from −3 dB to 12 dB with a step of 3 dB by adding complex Gaussian white noises into the original range profiles. The entropy decreases as SNR increases. Compared with A1 and A2, the proposed method is capable of generating the ISAR image with the minimum entropy. Caused by matrix partition. the advantage of the proposed algorithm is whittled away gradually as SNR decreases. Hence, the issue of range alignment under low SNR need to be studied in the future. 
Computational Complexity Analysis
In this subsection, the computation burdens of the proposed method and A1 are numerically analyzed. Previous sections show that the two methods are performed in an iteration manner. Suppose the number of range cells and pulses is N and M , respectively.
For A1, let P 1 denote the number of iterations, thus the numbers of complex multiplications and complex additions can be formula as 
For the proposed method, the computation burden for the range alignment within matrix block can be calculated with Eqs. (19) and (20) , the only difference is the number of range cells. As for the range alignment among matrix blocks, suppose the M × N matrix is partitioned into N m matrix blocks. From [19] , the number of complex multiplications and complex additions for each phase adjustment are MN log 2 M + 4MN and 2MN log 2 M + 2MN , respectively. Let P 2 and Q denote the number of range alignment iterations and number of phase adjustment iterations, respectively. Then, the total computation burden of the proposed method is about The execution time on personal computer of A1 is 0.90 s, and that of the proposed algorithm is 37.67 s.
As we can see, the mathematical analysis agrees with the process time results. The proposed algorithm is less efficient than A1 but acceptable.
CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, a robust range alignment method against MTRC has been proposed. Robust range alignment against MTRC was developed by minimizing the entropy of ARP and ISAR image. Moreover, the proposed range alignment algorithm achieved a breakthrough of the limit of integer range resolution cell by interpolating the range profiles. Both simulated and real-world data experiments were exploited to show the advantages of the proposed approach. The work and results can be helpful for achieving highly focused ISAR image. In addition, the proposed method was not affected by how the pulse compression is achieved, and it could deal with both the dechirped process and matched-filter-based pulse compression.
For targets with complex motion or under low SNR condition, however, range alignment is much more involved, which will be studied in future work.
